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About This Game

Travel through the four valleys to save the kingdom from the ancient evil.

Your uncle Brent raised you as a skilled hunter. Fate, however, gave you a different path than a peaceful village life. An ancient
evil awakened, shattering the whole kingdom. Dark monsters climbed out of holes and people died under the falling mountains.
You are left alone to face the great evil. You must set out on a long journey through the four valleys and save the kingdom on

the brink of destruction. Your courage and your skills will forge a new hero of the kingdom.

Explore the beautiful country of the four valleys.

Help people and fulfill many interesting quests.
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Fight monsters and advance in many skills.

Find hundreds of useful hidden items.

Reach up to 57 achievements.
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i love it. More Stages please. probably the buggiest and glitchiest game on steam, prohibits the ability to jump in a game which
requires alot of jumping to get past the first level. All the positive reviews are fake, I recommend steam takes it down
immediately. Very good game, has a good story and so much to do once completed. Only problem would be the amount of
glitches and bugs the game has. Would have to restart the game just to be able to fight someone.. I finished this game recently
on Android. In a word it was absoloutly "Fun". Actualy I liked it very much that I bought the PC version too. Honestly I think
that this is a game that should absoloutly be played on PC. Graphics and Animations are really adourable and cute, Puzzels are
not very hard nor easy And the Gameplay is fun.
Hugely Recomended. This game is coool!
I remember playing one simmilar called "Robots" :D. the battle royale testing was fun, hope it's added permanently soon. servers
are 128 tick \/ 100 player. i'll keep my eye out for next BR tests

don't know if they are going to make separate servers for first person yet. or if using similar to other game modes.
quot;wasdawaaassawawdawdawwwww" - 90% of players

Is the tagline of Into The War "Ninjas play for free"? Because if it isn't, it should be. I feel like I'm hacking just bloody using
the sprint key, and I feel like you could hold this game as an example of how not to do double-jumping in a game.

$5 is literally too much to be paying for this game in this state. It's currently at a state that the developers should frankly be
hesitant to even launch for free, with a plethora of bugs that should have been discovered with some very rudimentary testing.
It's claimed that this was done for feedback, but there's no way you're going to get useful feedback at this point.

There's beta releases, and then there's this; given that one of the "former developers" could barely write a coherent sentence, I'm
finding it increasingly difficult to believe that the code for this game would be much better. The game is also lacking even the
most rudimentary features; I can understand if customizing one's loadout properly isn't possible, but given the nature of the
game, you'd think things such as ammo and health pickups would be in place.

On a hit-list of things to fix should be spawn points, not making it possible to trip over a dead ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, and allowing
people to quit a game via the ESC menu. (Currently, ESC just ♥♥♥♥s with you and doesn't actually offer any function.)

This wasn't ready for release, and if you can't even guess when a game's ready for release, it casts a very dark shadow over the
future prospects of the game.. War, War never changes.. I'M TRYING TO PLAY A FREAKING GAME NOT JOIN THE
KGB OR CIA. Horrible. Stay away.. So I played this game for 15 minutes. It seemed all I did was scan planets and then send
shuttles to said planet. I would then collect resources. After doing this a mind numbing amount of times, I somehow managed to
warp into another galaxy only to do the same thing over again.
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I did run into some alien race. I did shoot some asteroids. Most of the time I was confused about the controls and had no idea
what was going on. The only sure thing is that I was scanning planets and sending shuttles and collecting resources. I stopped
playing and asked myself, do I want to continue?

No, no I don't. Maybe some people will appreciate the quirky humor or the visual style. But to me that just covers up the very
boring gameplay. I can't recommend this game, even at the sale price of $3.14 .. yes that's PI. That's really the most fun thing
about this game, sadly.

Rating 3.1415926 \/10
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Me : trying to save the world
Shopkeeper : "I'll sell you a trash sword for 40000 coins!". I play about 3 or 4 games, then I get info pop up saying my map is
damaged or not installed. Real pain.. This game is Great. I love the way the ship battles work. There are tons of features packed
into this game. And the puns be kraken me up!. Quite possibly the dullest half hour I have ever had to endure, that's my will to
live and the Carsons disappeared.. Koko enjoy game. Sometimes clunky but have Superhero almost as strong as Koko.
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